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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editors,

Responses to technical comments are below.

Technical Comments:

1. Please represent authors' names using their full initials, not their full name, in the Authors’ Contributions section. If there are any duplicated initials, please differentiate them to make it clear that the initials refer to separate authors.

Authors are represented using their initials in the Authors’ Contributions section (Page 14).
2. The individual contributions of ALL authors to the manuscript should be specified in the Authors’ Contributions section.

The individual contributions of ALL authors to the manuscript are specified in the Authors’ Contributions section (Page 14 line 16-23 and page 15 line 1-2).

3. Please rename the header ‘Material and Methods’ to ‘Methods.’

The header ‘Material and Methods’ is changed to ‘Methods.’ (Page 4 line 25)

4. Please remove the trial registration information from the abstract page.

Trial registration information is removed from the abstract page.

5. Please include a statement on consent to participate in the “Ethics approval and consent to participate” section of the Declarations.

A statement on consent to participate is included in the “Ethics approval and consent to participate” section of the Declarations as “Additional informed consent to participate was not required due to the retrospective nature of this study” (Page 14 line 9-10).

6. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.
A single, final, clean version of the manuscript and relevant tables and figures are uploaded.